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Dear friends and donors,

For more than a year now, we have had to deal with the 
Covid 19 crisis, which has been particularly hard on our 
students. Our school has successfully coped with this 
crisis and adapted to it, thanks in part to its pioneering 
spirit and its premonitory Digital Augmented Campus.

Paradoxically, thanks to your generosity and solidarity, the ESSEC Foundation, which is  
celebrating its 10th anniversary, had a good year in 2020, with donations up 57% on the 
previous year.

This is explained by the arrival of new donors, including Accenture, which will contribute 
to financing a building on the new ESSEC campus named after its late CEO, Pierre 
Nanterme (E79), who passed away two years ago. 

In this regard, the campus 2020 project will be renamed “campus 2023” as the project 
has entered its second construction phase and the fundraising campaign will run until  
completion.
 
The solid results of the 2020 fundraising campaign will also make it possible to increase 
the budget for social scholarships from €850,000 in 2020 to €1.1 million in 2021, funded 
by the ESSEC Foundation. To take this a step further, the school has decided 
to use half of the tuition fee increase to augment the scholarship allocation.

Equal opportunity and diversity are priority issues for ESSEC and its Foundation. In this regard 
ESSEC was a pioneer in the development of tuition and, with its partner banks, has set up a zero 
interest loan with no deposit to finance tuition fees. Our least privileged students are especially 
suffering from the pandemic. We need your donations more than ever to help them.
Thank you for your generosity and your commitment to ESSEC.

With kind regards, 
 

Thierry Fritsch (E80), 
President of the ESSEC Foundation 
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This ambition is reflected in our RISE strategy, launched in October 2020, which is 
based on three main themes. Our 360° ecological and social transition approach, entitled 
‘Together’, aims to transform our education, research and campus life - in particular with 
Campus 2023 - to meet ecological and social challenges. Inventing the answers to these 
challenges requires innovation, experimentation and the creation of new business and 
economic models. ESSEC is also committed to investing in its entrepreneurship and  
innovation ecosystem through the Enlightening Entrepreneurship initiative, strengthening 
its curriculum, incubation tools and support processes to make ESSEC a unique platform 
for entrepreneurship, intrapreneurship and innovation. Finally, aware that cutting-edge 
technologies are more than ever required to enable societal progress and ensure sustainable 
economic development, ESSEC has created Metalab, a unique multi-disciplinary ecosystem 
combining expertise in the physical and social sciences to shed light on practices at the 
intersection of “data, technology and society”.

By supporting the Foundation, you make it possible for all talents, regardless of their origin, 
to be integrated into our programmes and for ESSEC’s major developments and academic 
excellence to succeed.

Thanks to all of you who, through your donations, allow our beloved school to continue to 
“enlighten, lead and change” our world, to create value and make it more sustainable, more 
inclusive, and more just.

Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi,
Dean and President, ESSEC Business School

Dear Donors,

Our world is going through a complex period, which 
presents us with major economic, ecological, health and 
social challenges. In this context, true to its pioneering 
spirit, ESSEC is committed to inspiring new forms of 
leadership that are meaningful and have a positive impact.
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ESSEC KEY FIGURES

60,000+ ALUMNI

around the world

7,050 ETUDIANTS
in initial training

38.8 % INTERNATIONAL

students

51.62 %
female students

48.38 %
male students

2,000 DIPLOMAS

awarded each year

32 DOUBLE DEGREE

programmes

4 CAMPUSES

+ 1 augmented digital
campus

200 PARTNER UNIVERSITIES

in 45 countries

500+ PARTNER COMPANIES

in education and recruitment

5,000 MANAGERS

in executive education

3,000 PARTICIPANTS

in customized programmes

3rd
MASTER IN MANAGEMENT

4th

MASTER IN FINANCE

6th
EUROPEAN BUSINESS SCHOOL

1st

GLOBAL BBA

2nd
GRANDE ECOLE

FRENCH AND EUROPEAN RANKING
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February | NEW-YORK FOUNDATION COCKTAIL
Donors and graduates based in New York gathered at The Pierre Hotel, made available by 
François Luiggi (H92), President of ESSEC Alumni USA, with Thierry Fritsch, members of the In-
ternational Advisory Board and Vincenzo Vinzi to discuss ESSEC’s major projects, the Founda-
tion, and the links between ESSEC and the United States, particularly through the new double 
degree with the Parsons School of Design.

FOUNDATION HIGHLIGHTS

March | FOUNDATION CEREMONY IN PARIS
The ESSEC Foundation ceremony is both a solemn and significant moment. It brought together 
the professors distinguished for the excellence of their teaching and research, and the winners of 
the Dean’s list, thus illustrating two major areas supported by the Foundation: social scholarships 

and academic excellence of the school.

November | UK VIRTUAL EXCHANGE
Benoît Verbrugghe (M99), a major donor of the Foundation and member of the Campus 2023 
Development Committee, organised a videoconference bringing together donors and alumni 
based in the UK, alongside Gilles Pélisson (E79), President of the Campus 2023 Development 
Committee and Thierry Fritsch (E80). Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi presented ESSEC’s new RISE 
strategy and the Foundation’s role in it.

November | MAJOR DONORS’ DINNER IN PARIS - POSTPONED
This event has been postponed and will take place in the second half of 2021 

if the health situation allows it. 

November | The ESSEC CAPTAIN CHOMEL DE JARNIEU AWARD
The ESSEC Foundation, together with the School and ESSEC Alumni,

has launched the first call for projects for the ESSEC Captain Chomel de 
Jarnieu Award. This award, created in homage to Romain Chomel de Jarnieu 
(E08), will reward each year for 10 years a project carried out by an ESSEC student 

association for a human commitment to help people in difficulty.
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September | A NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Boston University’s School of Hospitality Administration (BU SHA) and ESSEC Business School 
formed a partnership. Students of the MSc in Hospitality Management (IMHI) will now have 
the opportunity to spend part of their studies in Boston - an opportunity that allows them to 
benefit from courses taught by internationally renowned practitioners and an internship in 
the United States.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR 2020 
- SCHOOL

October | 3 NEW CHAIRS
Announced during the Global Sports Week in Paris, the ESSEC Sport Chair develops research and 
teaching around the strong links between sport and management. The Food Business Challenges Chair 
is dedicated to the transformation of companies and agri-food systems. Finally, the Shaping the Future 

of Finance Chair focuses on the challenges of sustainable finance and responsible leadership.

October | 10,000 SMALL BUSINESSES PROGRAMME WITH GOLDMAN SACHS
The Goldman Sachs Foundation has chosen ESSEC as its academic partner for the launch in France of its 
“10,000 Small Businesses” programme. Designed to help small business leaders, this programme aims 
to foster sustainable business growth, leadership resilience and long-term job creation in France.

October | ESSEC UNVEILS ITS NEW RISE STRATEGY AND SIGNATURE
ESSEC has made a strong commitment to become the benchmark school for supporting and positively 
influencing the way in which we respond to the major issues that affect companies, organisations 
and society. The School’s new RISE strategy sets out its ambitions for the future and is based 
on three pillars: the 360° ecological and social transition, entitled “Together”, the promotion of 
entrepreneurship and innovation through the Enlightening Entrepreneurship approach, and the creation 
of Metalab, at the crossroads of data, technology and society. This new ESSEC strategy has given 
rise to a new signature “Enlighten. Lead. Change.”, in French “éclairer, impulser et transformer”.

November | COLLABORATION WITH OECD
ESSEC works closely with the OECD on strategic issues. Thanks to the contribution 
of a large number of professors, ESSEC participates in the Business for Inclusive 
Growth (B4IG) initiative, which brings together the leaders of 40 of the world’s largest 
companies. Vincenzo Vinzi also sits on the Board of the initiative. In the framework 
of Metalab, several of ESSEC’s professors also contribute to the OECD AI Policy 

Observatory.
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SOCIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
SUPPORTING EQUAL OPPORTUNITIESSUPPORTING EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

+ 25% increase

in the number of scholarship applications in 2021

Through its “Together” approach, one of the pillars of its new strategy, ESSEC 
is pursuing its strong commitment to equal opportunities. In addition to its tutoring 
programmes “A Grande École, why not me?” and its “TrouveTaVoie” scheme, which reach 
more than 60,000 secondary school students, ESSEC plans to welcome a growing number of 
scholarship students by 2023, notably by developing the CAP PREPA and CAP 
ESSEC programmes. The Foundation supports ESSEC in its commitment to a more inclusive 
and just world through social scholarships financed by the generosity of its donors.

1,880 social scholarships

awarded since 2011

€ 1.1 million

budget needed for scholarships in 2021

€ 14,500

maximum amount of a one-year scholarship

100% of scholarship students admitted 
to the Grande Ecole and Global BBA programmes 
have been supported by the ESSEC Foundation.

Since the creation of the Foundation, the number of requests for social 
scholarships has been increasing. Through your donations, you can change 
the course of many talented students and give them the opportunity to 

realise their dreams and plans for the future.

The Sofronie Foundation, as in previous years, 
donated €36,000 in 2020/2021 to support 

7 scholarship students selected on the basis 
of their curriculum, their financial needs and 
their personal and professional motivation.
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SOCIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
THE IMPACT OF YOUR DONATIONSTHE IMPACT OF YOUR DONATIONS

A GIFT OF € 14,500 =  A SOCIAL SCHOLARSHIP
FOR ONE STUDENT FOR ONE YEAR
(Maximum amount of a social scholarship)

Discover the impact of your donations on equal opportunities, social and cultural diversity 
and on the spectacular impact that this implies for teaching at ESSEC.

Without the Foundation’s scholarship, I would be restricted in my 
professional choices. I was able to do a double degree with the École 
du Louvre and live in Singapore for five months. I would like to create a 
start-up that mixes art and big data. 
There are many possible applications both in the art market and in the 
study of audiences. My first salary went to the ESSEC Foundation to 
finance the scholarships.

Isabelle Urbah (E18), donor 
and former recipient of a social scholarship

The Foundation’s scholarship allows us to bring diversity and plu-
rality to the school, which is essential for its development. It allows 
me to invest fully in student and community life and to 
flourish at ESSEC.

Lucas Adolphe (E23), 
recipient of a social scholarship

“Beyond equal opportunities, diversity, whether social or cultural, 
is an asset for ESSEC. Positive friction and the confrontation of points 
of view from different social and cultural backgrounds will result 

in spectacular enrichment.
I continue to give so that as many students as possible

have access to ESSEC’s education”

SHE CHOSE TO DONATE TO THE ESSEC FOUNDATION:

It is thanks to the generosity of donors that ESSEC can remain accessible
to talented students without their financial resources being an obstacle.

 Sophie Gilhodes (E92)
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CAMPUS 2023
THE ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE OF TOMORROWTHE ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE OF TOMORROW

€ 35 MILLIONS

total budget
€ 6 MILLIONS
remain to be financed

3 new 
buildings

In 2023, three new buildings will radically transform the way we teach, 
research, live, work and study on the Cergy campus.
This year will also mark the beginning of a new campus that will 
change the academic experience. This ambitious project has been 
renamed CAMPUS 2023.

A GREEN AND ECO-RESPONSIBLE CAMPUS

This new campus is at the heart of ESSEC’s strategy, which is committed to the environmental 
transition with its “Together” approach. The School’s ambition is to transform the Cergy 
campus into a model eco-responsible campus.
Designed to be an example in terms of energy, recycling, biodiversity and the circular 
economy, it will improve the energy performance of buildings and the production of green 
energy.
The campus will also be able to recover and reuse rainwater.

The Pierre Nanterme Centre for Responsible Leadership 
will be a unique place for educational innovation and research 

on new responsible leadership practices.

2017-2020 / Phase 1 
Project preparation / Design / Development

2020-2023/ Phase 2 
Construction/ Implementation 

 
2021-2022

Sports and Recreation Center 

2022-2023
Pierre Nanterme Center 

for Responsible Leadership 
& Green Research Tower



For many of us, our memories on campus have forged our attachment 
to ESSEC. The Campus 2023 project aims to anticipate new ways of 
learning, living and working. Its objective: to make tomorrow’s 
teaching methods a reality for the next generations of ESSEC students. 
This is why alumni mobilisation is a pillar of success of this project, 
thanks to the dynamics of our communities: clubs, sections, graduate 
classes...
In addition, supporting this project meets one of our missions, enshrined 
in our statutes: to help the School in its fundraising activities and to 
organise mutual aid among alumni.
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CAMPUS 2023
LAUNCH OF A NEW CAMPAIGN WITH ESSEC ALUMNILAUNCH OF A NEW CAMPAIGN WITH ESSEC ALUMNI

The ESSEC Foundation and ESSEC Alumni are joining forces to mobilise more alumni for the 
Campus 2023 project, with an ambitious fundraising campaign, to be launched in Septem-
ber 2021 and based on the strong principle of donor matching.

As a result, alumni donations to Campus 2023 will be doubled*
throughout this campaign!

*The precise details of the doubling of donations will be announced
at the launch of the campaign in September.

Olivier Cantet (E87), 
President of ESSEC Alumni
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CAMPUS 2023
ALUMNI ACTIONS FOR CAMPUS 2023ALUMNI ACTIONS FOR CAMPUS 2023

Since the launch of the Campus 2023 development campaign, chaired by Gilles Pélisson in 
2019, many Alumni have mobilised through their donations and/or their commitment to 
reach the goal required for the realisation of the project.
True ambassadors of the ESSEC Campus 2023 project, they spread the word about the 
campaign through their networks in France and abroad.

EACH ENGAGING NETWORKS AROUND THE WORLD

Each event is co-mentored by one or two alumni and gathers about twenty alumni around 
Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi and Thierry Fritsch for an exchange on the project and its challenges.

Breakfast organised by Gilles Pélisson (E79) & Rodolphe Carle (E99) – TF1 | January 2020
Breakfast organised by Sandra Sancier-Sultan (E93) – Breakfast - Kinsey | March 2020
Olivier Marchal (E81) Bain & Company Challenge  | March 2020
Virtual Exchange with Nancy Faure (E97) | July 2020
Virtual exchange UK with Benoit Verbrugghe (M99) | November 2020

This challenge, initiated by Olivier Marchal (E81), mobilised the Bain ESSEC community, 
both current and former members of the firm, to make a significant donation to the ES-
SEC Campus 2023 project.

Campus 2023 is an extraordinary project that impressed 
me when I heard about it. It is a structuring step inthe 
development of ESSEC for the years to come.
It can position ESSEC as a pioneer and I hope, in the long 
term, enable the School to become one of the leaders in 
the global business school market.

Olivier Marchal (E81), 
Chairman Bain & Company France 

 Member of the ESSEC Campus 2023 Development Committee

Oliver Marchal  Bain & Company Challenge
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CAMPUS 2023
COMPANIES CAN GET INVOLVED!COMPANIES CAN GET INVOLVED!

Through the generosity of Accenture,
we have received a significant donation over 3 years

to fund the re-invention of the Cergy campus,
Campus 2023.

Make an online donation 
on the ESSEC Foundation website: 

fondation.essec.fr or via the donation 
form on page 27 of this brochure.

One of the new buildings will be named
“The Pierre Nanterme Centre for responsible leadership”

in memory of Accenture’s late CEO, a major donor
to the ESSEC Foundation, who passed away in 2019.

To mobilise your network, get involved, contribute or simply find out more,
please contact Fabienne Riom, Executive Director of the ESSEC Foundation:

fabienne.riom@fondationessec.fr

Each alumnus can commit through his or her company
to this ambitious project, which responds to the challenges

of tomorrow and will allow for an ever stronger collaboration
between companies and students so that their teams
can confront future generations of decision-makers

and managers in project mode.

Setting up a project like the 2023 campus is an absolute 
necessity for ESSEC. It will ensure the attractiveness and 
competitiveness of our school. This project is stimulating, 
refreshing, and environmentally friendly. 
It is therefore the perfect way to give, and even to give 
back on an ambitious project.

Benoit Verbrugghe (M99),
Member of the Campus 2023 Development Committee

Invite your network of alumni 
to join Vincenzo Vinzi

and engage them in this great 
collective adventure.

Involve your
company through 

sponsorship.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED & CONTRIBUTE TO THE PROJECT
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
FOR OUTSTANDING RESEARCHFOR OUTSTANDING RESEARCH
AND TEACHINGAND TEACHING

191

collective publications

In its new strategy, ESSEC has made a strong commitment to become the school of 
reference to accompany and positively influence the way we respond to the questions and 
new needs of companies, organisations and society. The value that underpins this ambition 
is the excellence of the faculty in terms of teaching and research.

ESSEC is among the best French academic institutions 
in terms of research, if we take as a criterion the number of 
academic publications produced by the faculty each year.  
 
The research of our professors also feeds into the day-to-day 
content of our courses and enables us to provide our students 
with the level of reflection and mastery of management 
sciences that they need for their professional development.

92

 publications
+

198

professional journals

Michel Baroni, Dean, ESSEC

141 professors-researchers

including 55% from abroad

70 awards

for innovative teaching excellence and research

200+ conferences

workshops and seminars

in 5 years
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
CUTTING-EDGE RESEARCH WITH METALABCUTTING-EDGE RESEARCH WITH METALAB

Today, research and cutting-edge technologies
are more than essential to enable society

to evolve and ensure sustainable economic development.

ESSEC has chosen to invest in the field of artificial
intelligence and has created Metalab,

a unique interdisciplinary pedagogical research
laboratory combining expertise in both physical

and social sciences to shed light on practices
at the intersection of “Data, technology and society

 issues in order to train leaders in AI.

The ESSEC Foundation award is exciting and invaluable. In 
an unprecedented context, all means were used to rede-
ploy classroom life in a digital space, to foster the desire 
to connect and to be present (even at a distance), to revive 
the social connection and the sense of being together, to 
rediscover the energy to learn and to understand, and ulti-
mately to work on being increasingly in command.

Chrystelle RICHARD, Award for Pedagogical Excellence

I would like to express my gratitude for this award from the ESSEC 
Foundation. As a research professor in data and analytics 
and holder of the Strategic Business Analytics Chair, it is a great 
honour to be awarded a teaching prize. 
Post-pandemic teaching will have to integrate the main aspects of 
e-learning that ESSEC professors had to master in a few weeks. The 
future of education starts now!

Jeoren Rombouts,  Special Jury Prize ex aequo
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This Fund represents over 18% of the funds raised since 2011.

€1.7 million will therefore be invested in real estate,
in order to guarantee the School’s continued existence

and prepare it for ever-changing international competition.

ENDOWMENT FUND
SUSTAINABLE SUPPORTSUSTAINABLE SUPPORT
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ESSECFOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ESSEC

To support ESSEC’s ambition and its new strategy, the ESSEC
Foundation wishes to strengthen the financial independence of the 
School by encouraging alumni to endow the Endowment Fund.

€ 2.45 MILLIONS

collected since 2011

18% of funds

raised since 2011

Inspired by the model of the large American institutions, it was endowed at the creation 
of the Foundation by the contribution of the four founders and has continued to grow over 
the years. The Foundation’s Investment Committee has managed the fund prudently and 
rationally.

Today, following the unanimous agreement of the founders and the validation of the 
Foundation’s Executive Committee, it has been decided that part of this fund will be invested 
in the Campus 2023 project, with the ESSEC Foundation retaining ownership.

The endowment fund gives the School
greater autonomy, the increased and
sustainable means to progress in the

international rankings that are now so
important, and thus improves ESSEC’s

reputation.

Arnaud Flecchia (E90)
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ESSEC CAPTAIN
CHOMEL DE JARNIEU AWARD
DISCOVER THE STUDENTDISCOVER THE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION LAUREATEASSOCIATION LAUREATE

In November 2020, the ESSEC Foundation, together with the School 
and ESSEC Alumni, launched the call for projects for this award.

The Cheer Up ESSEC association
wins the first edition 

with its ICARE project!

Created on 11 December 2019, in tribute to Romain Chomel de Jarnieu (E08), this annual 
award aims to reward a project carried out by an ESSEC student within an association 
or structure promoting human commitment to help people in difficulty.

Cheer Up has been working since 2003 to help and support young people 
with cancer who are hospitalised. As part of the ICARE project, it offers 
flight lessons to 12 young cancer patients. 

Two other associations were nominated: EDI for its “Coser Esperanza” 
initiative and Mission Potosi for a training centre project for young 
people in Cerro Rico.

The Foundation’s ceremony will take place 
on 22 September 2021 at the Palais 
Potocki in Paris. The award will be presented 
in the presence of General François 
Lecointre, Chief of Staff of the French Armed 
Forces and the Dean and President of 

ESSEC Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi.
(health conditions permitting)

Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi, Dean and President, ESSEC

I would like to warmly congratulate the Cheer Up ESSEC association for 
obtaining this award, which rewards their exemplary action in favour 
of sick children, so that the joy of living is greater than the illness. 
The three projects nominated for this year’s award are a demonstration 
of the humanism and commitment that characterise the ESSEC

community.



€ 13,818,233 in donations

collected since 2011
€ 2,031,309 donations 

 collected in 2020
in France and abroad

€ 192,671 in donations

 collected in the US & 
United Kingdom

+ 57% donations*

 change compared to 2019

€ 1,025,481 donations 

for Campus 2023

€ 573,466 donations 

unrestricted 

€ 102,360 donations 

 to Capital funds

€ 44,440 donations 

for Academic Excellence

€ 285,562 donations 

 for Social scholarships

€ 2,210 average donation* 

made in 2020

*Including the 1st instalment of the Accenture donation

+ 2,500 donors

since the creation of the Foundation

68%

Men
18%

Women

Most generous
graduate classes

donors aged between 22 and 95

KEY FIGURES FOR THE FOUNDATION

14%

Couples
18

NUMBER AND TYPE OF DONORS

ALLOCATION 
OF DONATIONS 

IN 2020

*excluding Accenture donation





I chose to get involved in the ESSEC Campus 2023 project 
by participating in the development committee.  I have 
contacted  some of the ESSEC alumni, especially those 
in my class, to raise awareness of the ESSEC Campus 2023 
project, as not all of them are aware it exists; 
I am also mobilising as many people as possible so that they 

too can contribute to this ambitious project.
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DONORS ARE COMMITTED

Yes, we can act for a better world, and with ESSEC give
meaning to the leadership of tomorrow. Yes, it is worthwhile to 

commit oneself to something one knows and believes in. 

Jean-Luc Meurisse (E80)

It has always been important for me to pass on what I have
received and to share the opportunities I have been given. 

In order to perpetuate and maintain the ESSEC brand and its values, 
to develop the School and to enable it to offer its excellent training to 

all talents, I have chosen to regularly donate small and then 
medium-sized amounts to the Foundation, in line with my budget 

and my priorities. If you share this ambition and my convictions, do 
as I do: donate to a cause that truly matters to you.

Supporting the ESSEC Foundation is important for the influence of 
our school and therefore the value of our degrees: contributing to 
thequality of the facilities on campus increases the attractiveness

Anne-Charlotte Fredenucci (E98)

of ESSEC for students, particularly foreign students, whose lives will 
revolve almost exclusively around the campus for several months. 
Furthermore, it seems to me that we have an ethical responsibility to 
encourage students who cannot afford to pay for their studies to take part 
in entry exams, through the funding of scholarships. Our certificate of 
excellence should be accessible to outstanding students, regardless of their 

background.

Education is a crucial investment. Achieving excellence is an equally important 
goal that ESSEC sets for itself. I am proud to help ESSEC today, as are many others, 

including those who have contributed in the past to the wonderful education
I received.

Michel Bernard (E82)

Nancy Faure (E97)
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Julien BERNARD (E97)
Charles BOUAZIZ (E85)
Isabelle BOUAZIZ (E85)
Christian CAMBIER (E68)
Benoît CATHERINE (E88)
Guillaume DARD (E79)
Elizabeth et Stanislas DEBREU (E88)
+ 2 Anonymous

Patrick DUCASSE (E84)
Thierry FRITSCH (E80)
Gilles GOBIN (E74) 
Vincent GOMBAULT (M88)
Guillaume JACQUEAU (E87)
Hervé PARIZOT (E81)
Denis PAYRE (E85)
Gérard PETITJEAN (E66)

Sabine et Geoffroy ROUX DE BEZIEUX 
(E86 & E84) / Fondation ARAOK
Georges SAIER (E83) / GROUPE VERY
Olivier STEPHANOPOLI (E86)
Corinne et Jérôme TAFANI (E86 & E80)
Pierre TAPIE
Emmanuel WEYD (E90)

ACCENTURE

Patricia et Jean ARVIS (E74)
Matthieu BUCAILLE (E82) 
Pierre André de CHALENDAR (E79)

Yves DUBIEF (E81)
Hélène et Pierre VAREILLE (E80) 
+1 Anonymous

Olivia et Benoit VERBRUGGHE  
(M09 & M99)
Corinne VIGREUX (C87)

Brigitte BURNAND-GALPIN et Romain 
BURNAND (E82 & E82)
Jean-Philippe CHOMETTE (E86)

Denis LEROY (E86)
Dominique LESOURD (E80)

Pierre NANTERME (E81)*
Gilles PELISSON (E79)

Jean Luc ALLAIN (E80)
Emmanuelle BERGER et Sylvain 
BERGER-DUQUENE (E94 & E93)
Jean Pierre BIENAIME (E73)
Erich BONNET (E85)
Isabelle et Jean CABANES (E89)
Victor CHALTIEL (E65)* 
Gilles COMBREDET (E64)
Jean-Pierre CRETAL (E66)
Delphine et David DARMON (E96 & E96) 
Vincent de LA BACHELERIE (E79) 

Jacques d’ESTAIS (E81)
Xavier DORMEUIL (E40)*
Patrick FEAU (E64) 
Béatrice et Bertrand FINET (C88 & E88)
Arnaud FLECCHIA (E90)
Hervé FRANC (E79)
Emmanuel GERARD (E77)
Olivier HUYGHUES DESPOINTES (E98)
Pierre JOUANNE (E83)
François PAGES (E79) 
Paul PERICCHI (E59)

Philippe PEUCH-LESTRADE (E73)
Hugues PRINCE (E79)
Amadou RAIMI (E76) 
Laurence REGNIER (E85)
Pierre REVEL-MOUROZ (E84)
Françoise REY
Jean-Pierre SCOTTI (E75) 
Géraud SPIRE (E75)
Serge VILLEPELET (E79)*
Alain WERNERT (E66)
+ 4 Anonymous

The ESSEC Foundation thanks all its donors for their generosity.

The 1907 Circle | from €200,000

Benefactors’ Circle | from €15,000 to €199,999

Diamant
from €1 million

Rubis
from €500,000 to €999,999

Grand Or
 from €200,000 to €499,999

Vermeil
from €50,000 to €99,999

MAJOR DONORS

Or
from €100,000 to €199,999
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Jérôme ADAM (E00)
Jean-Louis ALBERT
Bruno BARANNE | Syngenta France SAS
Jeanne et Alain BARBET (E80)
Laurent BARIL (E86)
Antoine BAULE (E77)
Jonathan BAYLE (E08)
Clotilde MANNOURY La COUR-BÉNÂTRE 
et Didier BENATRE (M16 & E86)
Eric BENSAUDE (E89)
Michel BERNARD (E82)
Jean-François BERNARDIN
Jean-Paul BERNARDINI (E83)
Odette et Jean-Jacques BERTHELE 
(E78 & E76)
César BERTHIER (E64)
Thierry BIZOT (E84)
Franck BOGET (E72)
Anne YANNIC et Nicolas BORDAS 
(E85 & E82)
Frédéric BOS (E98)
Joséphine et Grégoire BOUTIN 
(E04 & E05) 
Denis BRETEAU (E67)
François BUELENS (E64)
Olivier CANTET (E87)
Pedro CAPARROS (E76) 
Anne et Christophe CHUPOT (E90 & E90)
Vladimir COLAS (M02)
Yann de FERAUDY (E84)
Robert de LEOTOING D’ANJONY (E62)
Pascal de PETRINI (E83)
Thibaut de SAINT SERNIN (E98)
Françoise et Thierry de VILLEPIN (E75)
François DEBIESSE
Pierre DENIS (E87) 
Sylvia DESAZARS de MONTGAILHARD
Françoise d’ESTAIS-VIOU (E81)
Sandrine et Thomas DROUMENQ 
(E98 & E97)

Alain du BRUSLE de ROUVROY (E92)
Pierre EKMEKCI (M14) | Cabinet PALVIN 
Marc ELINE (E78)  
Jean-Marc FORT (E86) 
Françoise et Jean-Luc FOURNIER 
(E78 & E77)
Emmanuel GALISTIN (E94) 
Cyrille GEORGE (E62)
Hélène et Nicolas GHEYSENS (E99 & E99)
Daniel GODET (E78)
Jacques-Etienne GRANDJEAN (E82)
Thomas GROB (E97)
Michael HAIZE (E87)
Etienne HAUMONT (E87) 
Martine-Nathalie BIZOUARD HAYAT et 
Serge HAYAT (E89 & E86)
Claude HENRION (E58)
Antoine HERAL (E86)
Pierre HIGELIN (E91)
Dominique HURET (E68)
Thierry-Michel ISOARD (E82)
Jean Claude JACOMIN (E79)
Philippe JOURNO (E86) 
Denis KLENKLE-LALLEMAND (E88)
Jerry KNOCK (E74)
Thomas KOEHRER (E97)
Michel LAGRANGE (E81)
Lucas LE BARROIS d’ORGEVAL (E92)
Christophe LE BON (E91)
Jean-François LE PAGE (E78) 
Aurore LEBON (E97)
Patrick LEGRAND (E74)
Vincent LEONARD (E84)
François Jean LOMBARD (E70)
Binh-Son LUONG (E96)
André MANCIPOZ (G93)
Olivier MARCHAL (E81)
Anne MAUREL (M87)
Xavier MAYER (E96)

Jean-Luc MEURISSE (E80)
Eric MIRAMOND (E87)
Guy MOINON (E68)
Jacques MONNET (E80)
Jean-Benoît NAUDIN (E79)
Romain NOURTIER (M98)  
Laurence-Anne PARENT (E88) 
Laurent PARQUET (E88)
Michel PAZOUMIAN (E73)
Jean-Gabriel PERES (E80) 
Hubert PERRIN de BRICHAMBAUT (E78) 
Jean Luc POMMIER (E74)
Guillaume PROT (E80)  
Jean-François QUARRE (E75) 
Marie-Lise et Alain RAOUL (E76 & E76)
Maximilien ROCHE (E04)  
Gilles ROLAND (E87)
Bernard-Louis ROQUES (E86)
Emmanuel ROTH (E91)
Sandra SANCIER-SULTAN et Thierry 
SANCIER (E93 & E93)
Edmond SARAN (L08) 
Martine et Jean-Louis SIMONEAU (E75)
Claude STARON (E76) 
Guy STIEVENART (E68) 
Catherine et Jean-Michel SZCZERBA 
(E83 & E82)
Jean-Marc TENENBAUM (E88)
Thomas TERRIER (E97)
Dominique THAURY (E63)
Sylvie et Maurice THEVENET (E79 & E75)
Raymond-Alain THIETART (E69)
Antoine VACCARO
Marie-José VACKIER (E87)
Anne-Sophie VEZINHET et Nicolas 
VEILLEPEAU (E01 & E00)
Eric VERON (E96)
Philippe VINAY (E74)
Isabelle XOUAL (E87)
+ 13 Anonymous

This first list brings together donors whose cumulative donations (including pledges) are 
greater than or equal to €15,000 since 2004.

It includes not only those who have supported the Foundation since its creation in 2011 
but also those who have given to ESSEC before. Some donors wished to remain anonymous 
and are therefore not included in this list.

*Donors marked with an asterisk are deceased.

Argent
from €15,000 to €49,999
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Marie ALLAVENA (E84)
Florence et Raoul ARVENGAS 
(E76 & E75)
Bénédicte et Pierre AUBERGER (E83)
Antoinette et Christian BAILLY (E71)
Daniel BAUBIL (E78)
Régis BERAUD (E81)
Sebastien BERTHON (E93)
Francis BLOIS (E64)
Didier BOULLERY (E80)
Nicolas BURCKEL (E86)
Etienne COLICHE (E68)
Jean de DEMANDOLX DEDONS (E63)
Christophe et Martine de LABROUHE  
(E77)
Jérôme de TOURTIER (E70)
Bertrand de VARAX (E70)
Thibaud DEMANT (E07)
Nelly et Bertrand DESBARRIERES 
(E83 & E83)
Nicolas DEVYS (E92)
Frédéric DIB (E92)
Nicolas DIDELOT (E97)
Sophie DONABEDIAN (E04)

Philippe du BARET de LIME (E63)
Michel DUPONT (E69)
Edith et Gilbert FERON (E58)
Jean-Pierre FEVRE (E69)
Jean-Claude FLORANT (E84)
Arnaud FRETE (E85)
Jean-Baptiste GAMAS (E65)
Jean GARANG (E82)
Sophie et Laurent GILHODES (E92 & E90)
Sophie et François GILLARDEAU 
(M92 & G16)
François GIRAULT (E54)
Claude GOUDEAU (E97)
Benoît HENNION (E98)
Aude et Xavier ID NACER MARTIN (E94)
Christian JACQUOT (E75)
Didier LE BOULCH (E82)
Christine LE BRETON (E87)
Yann LE PALLEC (E90)
Bruno LOISEAU (E98) 
Isabelle et Bruno MANAC’H (E85 & E85)
Pierre MAYER (E81)
Isabelle et Eric MEYER (E83 & E83)
Rozenn et Henri MION (E84 & E84)

Francois MONTENAY (E93)
Christian MULLIEZ (E82)
Anne NGUYEN (E99)
Véronique et Jacques-Yves NICOL (E74)
Alix NIJDAM (E12)
Nelly et Jean-Pierre OUTTERYCK 
SCHNEIDER (E78)
Michelle et François PHILIPPON 
(E83 & E81)
Karine PRUNEAU (E96)
Bernard PRUVOT (E68)
Fabienne RIOM (E81)
Pierre SIMLER (E76)
Laurence et Nicolas SINZ (E93 & E93)
Régis SOUILLET (E90)
Jean-Baptiste TOURNIER (E85)
Marc UGOLINI (E74)
Isabelle VALENTIN-CHERRIER (E85)
Franck VAN WANGHE (H95)
Annick et Thierry VINCENTY (E97 & E97)
Hugh WESTON SMITH
Laurence ZOETELIEF TROMP
+ 8 Anonymous

Supporters’ Circle | from €500 to €14,999

Bronze
from €3,000 to €5,999

Cuivre
from €6,000 to €14,999

The ESSEC Foundation thanks all its donors for their generosity.

2020 DONORS

Didier AUBERT (E82)
Jean-Noël BARDET (E83)
Roger BARUT (E51)
Franck BERKOWICZ (I13)
Nicolas BLOCH (E88)
Philippe BONA (E70)
Sylvie et David BONNET (E96 & E96)
Jérémy BOROT (E05)
Xavier BOSQUET (E03)
Patrick BOUBAKER (E80)
Aurélien BOURIOT (E03)
Gilles CAIGNARD (E81)
Stéphane et Damien CATOIR (E04 & E05) 
Pascale CHASTAING-DOBLIN (E81)
Bernard COLLAUDIN (H88)
Aurélien COLSON (E98) 
Laurent CORBINEAU (E95) 
Camille et Baudouin CORMAN 
(E98 & E99) 
Guy de BOUSSAC (E60)
Jean de COURREGES (E78)
Guillaume de FEYDEAU (E86)

Norbert de MONTETY (E71)
Charles de TINGUY DE LA GIROULIERE*    
(E77)
Géraldine et Stéphane DECAUX  
(E94 & E92) 
Osman DOGRAMACI (H85)
Dominique DUBOIS (E65)
Mathieu FLOREANI (E89)
Delphine FOURNIER (E04)
Michel GAMBU (E64)
Caroline GEST (E97) 
Serge HAYEK (E86) 
Thibault HYVERNAT (E03)  
Pierre JACQUIER (E68)
Benoit JUILLET (E90)
François KIMMEL (E67)
Alexandra LAUVAUX (E96) 
Claude LECLERCQ (E65) 
Eric LEGER (E86)
Patrick LUSSON (E71) 
Philippe MAILLAND (E90)
Laurent MAILLOUQUET (E02)

Lucile et Marcel MASSON (E95 & E94)
Jean-Robert MAVRE (E71)
Patrick MAZEREAU (E70)
Thierry MOREAU (E88)
Jean-Pierre MURA (E75)
Florence et Nagi NASR (E91 & E91) 
Fabienne et Philippe PARESYS 
(E85 & E83) 
Guy PEIROTES (E65) 
David PIERRE-KAHN (E93)  
Isabelle et Cédric RATOUIS (E07)
Jean Noël RIVOIRE (E67) 
Laurent ROQUETTE (E97)  
Laurent SANCHEZ (E78)  
Roger SAULPIC (E48)
Lise et Aymeric STIEVENART (E00 & E00) 
Billy SUID (E99)
Michel TSCHUDNOWSKY (E56)
Olga VILLANO (E78)
Michel WERTHENSCHLAG (E00)
+ 10 Anonymes
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Champagne
from €500 to €2,999

Jean-Pascal ALBERTINI (G02)
Gérard ALLEGRE (E56)
Patrick AMAR (E87)
Harald ASCHEHOUG (E00)
Gérard AUDRANT (E59)
Laurent-Pierre BACULARD (E89)
Benoit BARBEREAU (E97)
Julien BASCOUL (E06)
Bernard BENOIST (E53)
Adrien BERDAH (E13)
Albane GAUBERT (E16)
Patrick BOIRON (E68)
Philippe BOUE (E83)
Jean-Yves BOURBONNE (E84)
Frédéric BOUYNET (C97)
Martine BRIDET (E81)
Gérard BRUYERE (E62)
Christophe CABROLIER (G08)
Louis-André CARBONNIER (E05)
Géraldine et Jérôme CARIO (E90 & E90)
Christophe CARLES (M89)
Carole CATRY (E86)
Bernard CAZALI (E56)
Hélène CHARRIER (E79)
Roger CHARTON (M11)
Catherine CHEMARIN (E85)
Ivan CHEVALLIER (E93)
Arnaud CHRIST (E02)
Frédéric CLARET (E94) 
Thierry COLLET (E82)
Francois CORDA (E70)
Pierre COTE (E68)
Claude CRETON (E81)
Pierre DABAN (E64)
Guillaume DAIEFF (E94)
Michel DARNET (E60)
Alain DARTIGUENAVE (E74)
Laurent DAUNIZEAU (E85)
Ekaterina DAURELLE (B12)
Joachim de ALMEIDA (G13)
Catherine de BETTIGNIES (E89)
Brune de BODMAN (E12)
Bertrand de BUYER (E79)
Florence de KERHOR-SCHOLTEN (E83)
Emmanuelle de NOIRMONT (E86)
Yannic DA ROS (E04)
Chantal DEBIZET (E80)
Baudouin DELAPORTE (E98)
Philippe DELECROIX (E84)
Brigitte-Elsa DESHOULIERES-VANIER 
(E79)
Jean-Baptiste DIJOLS (M12)
Vianney DUAULT (E00)
Michel DUBERNET (E87) 
Anne FABRE (E97)
Alain FARRE (E69) 
Stéphane FAVRICHON (E82)
Emmanuel FERMOND (E12) 
Chloé FRANCES (B20)

Anne-Charlotte FREDENUCCI (E98)
Bruno FRITSCH (E98)
Nicolas FURGE (E93) 
Valérie et Alexandre GALLET (E96 & E94)
David GARCIA (P00)
Sophie GASPERMENT (E86)
Guillemette et Stéphane GAULLIER (E99 
& E98)
Nadia et Xavier GERBER (G10)
Valerie GIRARD (E81)
Gilles GLORIEUX (E99)
Louis GLORIEUX (E11)
Baltasar GONZALEZ-COLLADO (E99)
Pierre GRELLIER (E05)
Marie et Olivier GREMILLON (E03 & E03)
Violaine GRESSIER (E97)
Jean-Pierre GRIFFITHS (E74)
Eric GRUET (E87)
François GUERIN (E06)
Maiwenn GUILLONNET (E04)
Nicole GUILLUCQ (E76)
Pierre HAQUET (E66)
Eric IN (M08)
Valérie et Romain JACOB (E11 & E11)
Isabelle JACQUET (E90)
Luc JAUBERT (E84)
Jean-Pierre JEAN (E66)
Gérard JOSEPH (E77)
Maxime JOURET (E99)
Sophie JOYAT (E85)
Alain JUSTET (E63)
Nicolas KATZ (E12)
Jean-Yves KERANGUEVEN (E80)
Jacques-Louis KESZLER (E72)
Olivier KINTGEN (M86)
Gautame KITTERY (E12)
Denis KLEIBER (E74)
Stéphanie KORDONIAN (E98)
Hervé LABAT (E98)
Michel LAHOTTE (E58)
Bruno LAMY (E74)
Ouriel et Leslie LANCRY (E91)
Francois LANGLADE-DEMOYEN (E82)
Isabelle LE BEULZE (E82) 
Johann LE DUIGOU (E00)
Anne LE MANH (E88)
Jean-François LECOLE (E82)
Anthony LECOMTE (E98)
Yves LEGENDRE (M03)
Cécile et Arnaud LEROI (E95 & E96)
Bing LI (I13)
Dominique LOISEAU (E55)
Lucile LOQUES LERNO (E84)
Bertrand MALLET (E95)
Franck MARCEAU (B12) 
Claude MARCHAL (E70)
Olivier MARECHAL (E87)
Brigitte MARIANNE-SAUVEE (E77)
David MARKSON (E10)

Cécile et Fabrice MARQUE (E97 & E95)
Jérôme MARTINOT (E88)
Jean Claude MARY DOSNE (E69)
Sabine MASUREL (E76)
Bertrand MAYER (G11)
Aloïs MEDEE (E09)
Nadia MENNI-SIMOES (G09)
Virginie et Jean-Marc MERCIER 
(E86 & A85) 
Diane DESPOISSE et Antoine MESNAGE 
(E07 & E07)
Pascal MEYER (G93)
Christophe MURBACH (M13)
Jean NAIME (E64)
Abdeslam NAOUI (E93)
Agnès NICOLAS IFKER (E93)
Jean-Gabriel NIEL (E12)
Diane O’DWYER (C94)
Michael OHANA (E12)
Stéphan OUTTERS (G06)
Eric-Jean PANKOWSKI (G09)
Marc PENN (A81)
Jean-Marie PERETTI (E67)
Philippe PETIT (E72)
Olivier PEYRARD (G08)
Philippe PICHON (E90)
Laurène POMIES (E07)
Jean Francois PUECH (E75)
Sarah MELERO et Jean-Marc QUILFEN 
(H96 & H96)
Leslie Michel RAIGRODSKI (I97)
Jean-Claude RAISIN (E57)
Patrick REBUFFIE (E84)
Jacques REDARES (E54)
Olivier REMY (E97)
Jean-Luc RENSON (E83)
Jérôme RICHARD (E92)
John RICKARD (E57)
Gérard RIGOULET (E67)
Jacques ROCHON (E60)
Guy ROLLAND (E73)
Philippe ROPARS (E87)
Pascale ROQUE (E84)
Anne BIZIEN et Benjamin ROUSSEAU 
(E00 & E95)
Christian SABARDINE (E85) 
Charles-Alexandre SABOURDIN (C99)
Lucie et Hervé SANTOIRE (E99 & E97)
Pierre-Yves SAVARY (E12)
Paul et Cécile SCHECHTER (E89)
Gérard SCHOUN (E77)
Francois SCHWEBEL (E64) 
Pierre SEGRETAIN (E82)
Philippe SEGUIN (E66)
Alexandra SERIZAY (E98) 
Bernard SERVANTIE (E73) 
Sandra SERVIERES (E92)
Marc SEVELY (E04)
Chinmai SHARMA (H03) 



Thibaut ALLIX (E03)
Marianne AUBERT (E07)
Nicolas AUBERT (E95)
Charles AZZI (M18)
Philippe BAGOT (E82)
Brîndusa BALAN (E16)
Anne-Marie BAZZANI (E96)
Anne-Celine PIERUCCI (E04)
Pascale BERRY (E06)
Lucas BLANGERO (E16)
Arnaud BODMER (E03)
Michel BON (E66)
Stephanie BOUVIER (C01)
David BOYER (B01)
Simon BREYSSE (E12)
Christine CANTOURNET-FLOCH (M97)
Antoine CAZALIÈRES (E16)
Reda CHERIF (E09)
Anthony CLEMENT (M04)
Maud DANEL-FEDOU (E00)
Flavien d’AUDIFFRET (E99)
Laetitia de CHABOT
Pierre de GRANCEY (E57)
Alix de GUILHEM DE LATAILLADE
Guy de SWINIARSKI (M92)
Nathalie DECHY (M11)
Jessica DEMEY (E05) 
Hiroyo et Yves DESGAGNES (G10 & 000)
Hélène et David DEWELLE (E02 & E02) 
Ojas DIGHE (C20)

All sponsors
< €500

+

This list includes all those who have supported the Foundation’s actions from 1 January 
2020 to 31 December 2020. Donors are listed by donation category and then alphabetically.
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* Donors marked with an asterisk are deceased.

Yann DOMENECH (E99)  
Laetitia DONATONE (E00)
Laurent FRAISSE (E00)
Doris CISSOKO-GALAN et Etienne GALAN 
(E04 & E03)
Vaibhav GARG (E17)
Aurélie GAUTIER (E14)
Audrey GENTILUCCI (E12)
Stéphane GODEFROY (E11)
Jean-Paul GUILLEMART (E71)
Ghadi Nazir HOBEIKA (E06)
Laurence IBRAHIM (E04)
Valentine JACQUIER (E13)
Philippe JARDIN (E95)
Chloé LAVEDRINE (E04)
Aymeric LAVIN (E16)
Bertrand LEBON (I08)
Christophe LEGER (E97)
Brice LEMAIRE (I09)
Christine LIORET (E92)
Bernard LODDE (E59)
Raphaël MAAREK (E19)
Azad MAHAVAR (E03)
Vincent MARCAIS (E89)
Francis MARX (E72)
Sandrine MIGNAUX (E03)
Gautier MIGNOT (E91)
Laurence MORVAN (E88)
Michaël OBADIA (E06) 
David PACAUD (E07)

Nicole PALLADO (G98)
Grégoire PASQUET (E08)
Sébastien PAVY (E07)
Maurice-Eugene PEALA (I88)
Nuria PEREZ-BRIDENNE (E00)
Laurent PESTEL (B04)
Marie-Claude PIPROT-LE LAY (E86)
Arnault PRETET (E06)
Jacques RAMOISY (E55)
Arnaud RÉROLLE (E16)
Bénédicte et Jean-Marc RICHARD 
(E82 & E82)
Jeanne ROBOH-LÉTANG (C12)
Agnès ROQUEFORT-MONTERGOUX (E02)
Thomas ROUCHER (E13)
Aude SERRANO (E12)
Dorothée et Mathieu SIDOKPOHOU 
(E99 & E98)
Fabien STOCK (I18)
Sophie TAILLIEZ (R11)
Asim TANVIR (E15)
Fabienne TEULADE (M16)
Jacques VEILLET-LAVALLEE (E59)
Thierry WARIN (D00)
Solène WERTANS (E17)
Martin WIESNER (E03)
Dominique XARDEL (E57)
Feiran YOU (M10)
Audrey ZAOUI (E15)
+ 7 Anonymes

Anne-Celine SIBBONI (E79)
Bruno SIREYJOL (E66)
Sebastien SISOMBAT (E80)
Alain TAQUET (E70)
Raphaël TAVERNE (E59)
Nicolas URBAIN (E03)

Philippe VALIGNY (E89) 
Stephane VALLOIS (E98)
Antoine VAN DER ELST (E00) 
Idzard VAN DER PUYL (E90)
Marie-Adélaïde VARIN (E09)
Philippe VILLET (E61)

Hélène et Bertrand VINOT (E78 & E78)
Odile et Jean-Denis VOIN (E82 & E82)
Philippe WINTER (E66) 
+ 13 Anonymes
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THE FOUNDATION’S TEAM
IS AT YOUR SERVICEIS AT YOUR SERVICE

ADMINISTRATIVE HEADQUARTERS
3, avenue Bernard Hirsch

CS 50105 Cergy
95021 Cergy-Pontoise Cedex

France
+33 ( 0 )1 34 43 37 01

PARIS OFFICE
70, rue Cortambert
75116 Paris
France
More information 
at foundation.essec.edu

Thierry Fritsch (E80)
Volunteer President

Lucie-Anne Henry
Director of Major Gift 

Development

Anne-Sophia Felissaint
Communication and events 
officer 

Sandrine Huyghe
ESSEC delegate / 
Data manager and administrator 

The ESSEC Foundation is a sheltered foundation under the aegis of 
the Fondation de France. Recognised as a public utility, the Fondation 
de France, as a sheltered foundation, automatically allows donors to 
benefit from tax reductions on income tax and the IFI.

It also provides accounting, financial and legal monitoring, allowing 
the ESSEC Foundation to devote itself fully to the cause and to the 
choice of projects that mobilise it.

fondation@essec.edu

annesophia.felissaint@essec.edu

lucie-anne.henry@fondationessec.fr

Fabienne Riom (E81)
 Executive Director 

fabienne.riom@fondationessec.fr 



GIVING FORM

For a better traceability of your donation, 
please return this form to: 
ESSEC Foundation, 3 avenue Bernard Hirsch, CS
50105 cergy, 95021 Cergy-Pontoise Cedex, France

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

YEAR & PROGRAM

TEL

EMAIL

POSTAL ADDRESS

POSTAL CODE

CITY

COUNTRY

COMPANY
for a corporate donation

       I do not wish my name to be published as a donor in the ESSEC Foundation’s  
       communication media (reports, website...).

Every gift counts!

I wish to make a gift in 2021

I wish to donate by direct debit
an amount of 

My gift pledges

I support

2022

2023

2024

Social Scholarships Campus 2023

Endowment 
Fund

Excellence Academic
Entrepreneurship

Unrestricted

€

€

€
€

€

In France - Tax deductions
 
Income tax (IRPP): 66% of your donation is deductible from your 
incometax, up to a limit of 20% of your taxable income, with a carry-
over of the excess possible over 5 years.

Property tax (IFI): 75% of your donation is deductible from the IFI, 
with a ceiling of €50,000 deduction.

Corporate tax (IS): 60% of your donation is deductible from IS, up to a 
limit of 0.5% of net revenue or €20,000. For donations above this limit, 
the excess can be carried forward successively over the next 5 years.

 
As a tax resident in Europe and the United States
You benefit from tax deductions on your donation to the Foundation 
in your country of residence:

Germany, Belgium, Italy, the United Kingdom, Switzerland or the 
United States, you can make a donation online at: donate.transna-
tionalgiving.eu/landing/FondationESSEC

Luxembourg : a specific measure allows you to make a donation 
directly to the ESSEC Foundation

Bulgaria, Hungary, Ireland, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, 
ccontact Sandrine Huyghe on +33 (0)1 34 43 37 01 or fondation@essec.edu

Transnational Giving Europe facilitates donations between European countries. Through the Fondation de France and its equivalents in each country, donors 
can benefit from tax deductions in their country of residence. More information on fondation.essec.edu

How to donate

Online 
at dons.fondationdefrance.org/ESSEC 

by Cheque
To the order of «FDF / Fondation ESSEC” to be 

sent with this form to Sandrine Huyghe,
ESSEC Foundation, 3 avenue Bernard Hirsch, 

95021 Cergy-Pontoise, France

by Bank Transfer
To the account HSBC France Paris CBC 511 /
IBAN : FR76 3005 6005 1105 1100 2022 907 /
BIC : CCFRFRPP. Specify in the wording «FDF / 

Fondation ESSEC  + your name». Then return this 
completed form to us or inform us by email to 

fondation@essec.edu

Direct Debit
Contact us to obtain the SEPA

direct debit voucher.
 

Contact 
Sandrine Huyghe / +33 (0)1 34 43 37 01 

fondation@essec.edu



THANK YOU


